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About This Game

Dungeon Gambit Boy is a constantly aggressive platform game, on which you’re a boy that lives in the caverns and must rescue
the missing villagers within the long paths of the Blaite universe, wearing fancy clothing, a bow and his funny and defenseless

fists.

Gambit Boy is capable of advancing through different obstacles thanks to his agility and cunning.

The danger will at maximum, his death will be undefined, and the obstacles a terrain filled with mines without mercy.
Meanwhile, you’ll take a break to enjoy the hero’s compassion to save these villagers.

Live the already known essence multiplied to the max, and play your way without rules.

Over 100 level that you’ll enjoy on hour on end and repeat again and again.

Versus mode with unique levels.

Choose between the girl with the knives and the boy with the bow.

Maximum replay ability

Versus Mode.
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Unlock all the achievements.

Cry and laugh through your journey on Dungeon Gambit Boy.
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Title: Dungeon Gambit Boy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dosane Games
Publisher:
Orlyapps
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018
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Game is not working, since I can't start a battle. Reason: I'm stuck in the charackter menu and can't start the game. An another
thing that bothers me is the complicated way to adjust the controls (how should I know what rightxbox1, 2, 3 etc. is) . A friend
of mine also said it would start with a second controller, but then you can't choose a keyboard for player 2. Since it's an early
beta I won't give a bad rating, please work on the game so it becomes worth the price.. This game says it has Steam Cards, but it
doesn't. So, if you're buying it for cheap card drops, don't, because it's false advertising.

The game has since removed its "Steam Cards" tag but it still isn't a good enough game for me to turn my frown (thumbs down)
upside down (thumbs up).. I bought the game and couldnt even play it due to some error. And now just today I've downloaded
Green Hell and that does'nt work either. I'm done with steam! They suck. Don't get me wrong, this game is bad. Real bad. The
controls are convoluted and poorly explained, you'll frequently get stuck on walls when attempting to go through doors or
around corners, or have your character commonly backtrack by itself for no discernable reason, and there are both mechanical
and grammatical errors through and through that make it even more difficult to understand what the ♥♥♥♥ is going on and
what everyone is saying. There's also a mechanic where you may get a chance to come back to life after "dying" by escaping
death or something in a little minigame that comes afterwards (similar to when SCP-106 from SCP Containment Breach catches
you, I'm sure many people interested in this game will also be interested enough in the other to get that reference), which will
often end up being useless since you revive right where you died with no invulnerability or chance to get away from what killed
you. TL;DR, tons of flaws and plenty of frustration as a result thereof.

But for $2, $1 on sale, you can't really complain. You get some cheap, dark and cringey jumpscares and edgy story, and a simple
way of killing a couple of hours. Maybe a few, if you're a completionist. And, despite the extremely blatant flaws I've pointed
out and how rough around the edges the game generally is, the developers did put SOME heart into this game. More than I'd
expect out of something that costs less than a candy bar. The game does have more features than one would expect, and allows
you to play how you want. You can run away from enemies or kill them, there are consequences for both, and there are multiple
spells and "modes" you can enter depending on how you play, but don't expect anything too complex or intuitive.

Plus, there are relatable achievements and presumably also trading cards and badges soon to come for those who're into
ponies/pony vanity on their Steam profile. So, yeah, there's that, I guess. All in all... go for it if you're bored?. Well,
Indie...Check
Nice value on STC...Check
Full controller support...Check
Eye strain because of lame graphics...Check
Difficulty...Eh
Fun...Sure
Workshop...Cool&Promosing

Conclusion,
Satisfy your need to kill some time when you are handling some other work and have some spare time.. I play tons of puzzle
games and this one is really good and will test most of you.. Best ending ever. Rip head. Silver coin hunt was great.
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Amazing game! Hours of entertainment for a reasonable price.. Tedious in the extreme.. just play it and you'll love it!. Not bad
relax Indie game :). Great retro themed beat em up platformer.

The game is exactly like something that you would see on the NES, basic 2 button controls, one button punches and one button
jumps. If you press down and punch at the same time your character does an incredibly useful uppercut. Control is super tight
and the jumping in this game has a really nice feel to it which makes landing on tiny platforms easy.

The game is divided into 6 levels, you are given 5 lives and 3 continues to complete the game. There is no save or password
feature here, you must complete the game in one playthrough and start back at the beginning if you do not. Luckily, there are
pretty liberal 1-ups spread throughout the level and they regenerate when you die so it is always worthwhile to pick them up
when you see them. If you want to take the time you can also cheese the game by finding areas with 2-3 1-ups, pick them up,
kill yourself, and repeat. It is time consuming but if you are really struggling it is a nice way to give yourself an advantage.

Each of the games levels are fairly long with lots of platforming and a bunch of enemies thrown at you that come flying in from
all directions. Combat is tight and feels pretty good, and there is no annoying knockback on hit which eases frustration of having
to fight on tiny platforms. Each level also has many chaeckpoints, which is definitely a good thing, but if you need to continue
you start back at the beginning of the level. Every level ends in a boss fight, most of which are pretty easy once you learn the
pattern but you can expect to die a few times on each one as you do. There is occasional confusion on what you can and can't
jump on and a few platforms that blend into the background but these instances are rare and do not detract from the overall
experience.

The challenge of the game is about average for an nes game. I beat it on my first playthrough with only using one continue on
the final boss. It is not an easy game but it is not battletoads or ninja gaiden either. If this game came out when I was a kid I
would have loved it and it is a game that retro fans should definitely pick up and play. My only complaint is having to play
through the whole game in one sitting. It is a pretty decent length and a save feature would have been nice for those who may
not have time to pick it up and play through in one sitting.
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